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Ensuring economic viability and efficiency  – The new DigtaSoft 
Configuration Center allows to perform costly administration 
work in the area of professional speech processing simply at the 
push of a button.

The clear surface is intuitively operable. Extensive search and 
filter options help  IT administrators to quickly find what they are 
looking for in  the database.

Comfortable roles and rights management 
The user administration in the DSCC is carried out via the role 
based rights concept with  group allocation possibility.  
This helps to reduce the complexity of the authorisation of  
assignments especially in larger organisations as well as  
the high level of administrative efforts. The integrity of user 
authorisations is ensured as well.

Comprehensive administration of resources
The provision of internal and external  resources for transcription, 
automatic speech recognition or further services are very  
important for an economic document creation process. The 
DSCC allows to clearly administer internal and external resources 
as well as departments or whole companies.

Active Directory Synchronisation (AD Sync)
The activation of a separate  module allows the customized  
adaption of the Active Directory Synchronisation (ADSync). 
With this feature users of the dictation system have to be edited 
only in the Active Directory in case of staff changes. Adaptation 
of  the dictation network is done nearly automatically, saving  
additional time especially in environments where staff members 
change on a regular basis. For service contract customers we 
recommend activation of the relevant network module, to be  
able to use this function cost-effectively.

Workflow control via attributes
Thanks to the automatic workflow system the  document  
processing could be accelerated considerably. With the DSCC 
attributes can be assigned to each file allowing to control the 
further processing. This makes it possible to send dictations of  
a particular user group automatically to a specific secretary.   
And by assigning to a specific worktype, the correct document 
template is immediately opened at the transcription station.

Enhanced recognition with vocabulary  
manager
Stored special vocabularies make for best initial speech  
recognition results. In addition, recognition is enhanced by  
adding unknown specialised terms, names, and company- 
specific terms to a user's language profile (or vocabulary).  
With the DSCC Vocabulary Manager, this is easy, automated  
and central – with correct assignment of words to individual 
users, groups or departments. This means that all company- 
specific terms are available to new employees – for the best 
recognition accuracy right from the start.

Simple profile allocation
Depending on the input source, the required special vocabulary or 
even language, different speech recognition profiles are required 
for the users. These can be managed centrally in the DSCC and 
matched with the users. Thus the correct vocabulary is available 
at the right time. It is also possible to define which of the profiles 
of the CVT is to be used by default in background recognition.

Efficient correction management  
The interface to the DigtaSoft editor ensures an efficient interaction 
of this word processing tool with the offline recognition, the Central 
Voice Transcriber (CVT). Thanks to attribute management, the 
appropriate document templates are extracted from the system. 
Alternatively, the secretary transfers the corrected text to the 
templates or form masks generated by the system (eg, KIS or 
Practice System). An additional click transfers the previously 
unknown words to the vocabulary manager in the DSCC, where 
they are now available to the entire organisation. In daily use, the 
system accelerates the corrections of the transcription service 
and automatically improves the performance of the speech 
recognition.

 

Clearly arranged evaluations 
Thanks to the reporting function reports can be created at the 
push of a button. You will quickly get information about your  
productivity and you can take corrective action if necessary.  
The use of the voice recognition server is clearly interpreted in 
the special report CVT (Central Voice Transcriber).  
Thus, capacity limits are predictable at an early stage.
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